Does additional surgical training increase participation in randomized controlled trials?
The prospective randomized controlled trial (PRCT) is agreeably the gold standard in reporting data on patient management. This study evaluates the impact of specialty training on the leadership, development, and enrollment in PRCT. Questionnaires were sent to surgical oncology as well as general surgery graduates from 1985 to 1999. A total of 67% (201 of 300) of the surgeons responded, with one half of the respondents completing a surgical oncology (SO) fellowship (50%, 100 of 201), 33% (66 of 201) another type of fellowship (OF), and 17% (35 of 201) general surgery (GS) training alone. The utilization of PRCT in the decision making of their clinical practice was reported by a majority of SO graduates (99%) as well as GS graduates (88%) with a smaller number (77%) of OF trained surgeons. The opinions on PRCT were evenly distributed with breast disease, colorectal cancer, and melanoma having the greatest impact on surgeons practicing in these fields. A greater percentage of SO (89%) reported participation in a PRCT than did the GS (42%) or OF (54%). The most frequent reason for the lack of participation in a PRCT by both GS and OF trained graduates was absence of active recruitment (80%) to participate with the second most common being no time available (18%). PRCT are utilized and continue to change surgeons' decision making for a majority of the surgeons surveyed. There are certain disease sites for which PRCT have failed to influence practice decisions. Unfortunately, few surgeons take a leadership role in PRCT. Emphasizing the existence of PRCT at both meetings, and in journals, with a more aggressive recruitment of participating surgeons with minimal time commitment, should enhance the patients included in prospective randomized controlled trials.